Keeping you Safe
We are really looking forward to welcoming you to Kingscote Barn. Your
safety is paramount, and we have been working hard to ensure that we
welcome you into a Covid Secure space where your needs have been
thoughtfully considered and prioritised.
We invite you to read on and discover the changes we have made to
various aspects of our service in order to keep you safe.

Enjoy Some Space
The Barn is a large well-ventilated space, we’ve been putting plans
together and exploring the many different ways that we can invite you to
enjoy these incredible spaces, whilst maintaining the 1m plus social
distancing guidelines.
In addition to spacious ceremony and dining space, we have
extraordinarily beautiful grounds with acres to explore and enjoy. We
continue to look at new ways to enhance our outdoor terrace and courtyard
so that you can enjoy these incredible outdoor spaces and feel comfortably
distanced from other guests during your visit.

Enhanced Cleaning
You can be assured that our venue and accommodation cleaning regimes have
been greatly enhanced in preparation for your visit.
Our cleaning processes now include rigorous sanitisation throughout the
Barn and accommodation, with particular attention being paid to regular touch
points including door handles, stairway handrails and any frequently used hard
surfaces such as bar tables.
Wall-mounted hand sanitisers have been installed for your convenience at all
main entry and exit points to the venue and toilets. Guests will be encouraged to
make use of them. In between visits, high-discharge disinfectant foggers will be
used to spray a fine mist of disinfectant over all surfaces, ensuring a fully
sanitised space.

Best Practice
We will continue to react and adapt to all the latest guidelines in how
best to keep everyone safe during these unprecedented times.
The equipment and processes are already in place to facilitate the
temperature checking of all wedding venue and catering staff, upon their
arrival at work and we will continue to keep records of which staff attended
the venue at any given time, in order to comply and assist with the
Governments’ Track and Trace efforts.

Staggered Arrivals

Any visitors to our venue will be encouraged to work with us on
staggered arrival times. This allows us to further enhance your safety by
ensuring a safe distance between visiting parties is maintained at all times.
We are doing everything that we can to keep you safe and our
amazing Team are relishing the opportunity to wage their own personal
war against Covid-19, by making full use of their new arsenal of certified
cleaning products!

